Tenterden
Neighbourhood Plan
Evidence:
Local Green Spaces

Introduction
The NPPF states that the designation of land as
Local Green Space through neighbourhood plans
allows communities to identify and protect green
areas of particular importance to them.
Designating land as Local Green Space
should be consistent with the local
planning of sustainable development
and complement investment in sufficient
homes, jobs and other essential services.
Local Green Spaces should only be
designated when a plan is prepared or
updated, and be capable of enduring
beyond the end of the plan period.
The Local Green Space designation
should only be used where the green
space is:
a) in reasonably close proximity to the
community it serves;
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b) demonstrably special to a local
community and holds a particular
local significance, for example
because of its beauty, historic
significance, recreational value
(including as a playing field),
tranquillity or richness of its wildlife;
and
c) local in character and is not an
extensive tract of land.
Local Green Space designation has
the effect of restricting development,
potentially beyond the end of the
Neighbourhood Plan period of 2030.
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Methodology
The assessment of potential
Local Green Space designations
has been based on the advice given
in the NPPF and NPPG. Evidence has
been gathered from site visits, field surveys,
desk-top studies and an assessment of
existing planning designations.
In order to begin to assess whether green
spaces within and around Tenterden
were considered demonstrably special to
the local community, at a launch public
exhibition in May 2019 the public were
asked to name their favourite green space
without prompting. 13 of these are now
proposed for designation as a LGS - the
only site not being suggested at that
time being Bells Lane Allotments. Public
responses were also sought to an
unfiltered, wide selection of potential LGS
at a public exhibition in November 2019.
No specific site specific responses were
collected for the areas shown at this time
but there was general support for the
concept of LGS designation through the
Neighbourhood Plan. Consultation on
the Regulation 14 Neighbourhood Plan
will be used to understand further how
special each proposed LGS site is to the
local community.
Following this initial consultation in May
and November 2019, a template was
used to assess each potential LGS in detail
(see Appendix 1). The assessment required
basic data for each site, as well as how it
met the ‘demonstrably special’ conditions
laid out in the NPPF (beauty, historic
significance, recreational value, tranquillity,
richness of wildlife).
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Sites within the built-up confines, or
within 300m of this defined boundary,
were considered accessible on foot
to the local area and therefore in
reasonably close proximity to the
community they serve. This corresponds
with English Nature’s Accessible Natural
Greenspace Standard which states
that no person should live more
than 300m from their nearest area
of natural greenspace.
Only sites which had public access
through one or more Public Rights of
Way (PRoW) or by permissive landowner
agreement were selected.
In judging whether a potential LGS was
local in character and not an extensive
tract of land, the character of the site
was assessed to ensure it was selfcontained with clearly defined edges
and of an intimate character.
No site exceeds 20.26ha.
Sites used for sports and recreation
open space such as sports fields and
children’s play spaces were excluded as
they were covered by an Open Space
and Recreation Areas policy which
allowed for some alteration of those
spaces if required in line with Ashford
Local Plan Policy COM2 - Recreation,
Sport, Play and Open Spaces. COM2 is
supported by the Neighbourhood Plan.
Similarly open land within the
immediate confines of community
facilities such as schools, medical
centres and hospitals, scout/cadet
huts, consecrated cemeteries or
places of worship were excluded so
as not to compromise any necessary
future changes required by those
organisations. Similarly, residential
gardens were excluded.
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Selected
Sites
The Town Council has included
14 potential Local Green Spaces within
the Regulation 14 Neighbourhood
Plan in order to prompt responses
from local residents, stakeholders and
landowners alike.
The distribution of potential Local Green
Spaces around the town is shown in
Appendix 2.
Six smaller sites are located within the
town’s built-up confines and provide
a contrast to the dense development
at the centre of the town and a refuge
from the bustle of the town.
Tenterden has a largely linear form
and an element of its character
derives from the proximity of the
countryside to the historic core of the
town. Eight larger potential Local Green
Space sites abut the built up area of
different parts of the town - close to the
populations they serve. Two of these
sites are designated as Local Wildlife
sites and one as a Nature Reserve.
One site represents one of the
remaining two traditional orchards in
the Parish. Two sites are within the High
Weald AONB, whilst others contribute to
its landscape setting.
All sites have public access and are
well-used by local residents for informal
recreation purposes.
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Coever Orchard

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
A

Size of site
4.65 hectares

Name and address of site
Coever Farm Orchard,
Swain Road, St Michaels, Tenterden.

Grid reference
TQ890354

Description of site
A neglected orchard containing large
numbers of mature and still heavilyfruiting apple trees, interspersed
and densely undergrown with native
woodland species.
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Current use
Orchard (disused)
Owner of the site (if known)
Barbara Brion
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National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Natural England designated
Traditional Orchard
Local Wildlife Site (AS04)
The site lies within the Landscape
Character Area LCA23:
Woodchurch Undulating Farmlands
Biodiversity Opportunity Area

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development.
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan.
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
Yes
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
This orchard site has an enclosed
character. Trees encircle three sides,
separating the orchard from fields lying
to the north and east and Dawbourne
Wood to the west. Swain Road runs
along the southern boundary.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Yes
Is there a PRoW or permissive
landowner agreement for using land/
footpaths?
The AB8 PRoW crosses the orchard
diagonally from its south-west to the
north-east corner.
The space is within close proximity of
the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built
confines?
Yes
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public
open space, is it crossed by footpaths
or is it merely viewed?
The footpath which crosses the orchard
is well used by walkers – and as a local
wildlife site, is particularly valued and
frequented by naturalists.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site
The orchard contributes a traditional
element to the mixed farmland landscape
with smaller fields and a strong sense of
enclosure which prevails in the landscape
character area. The abundant growth
of the site, blossoming in springtime and
vividly coloured with both cultivated and
woodland fruit through later months
provides a varying visual appeal through
the year.

Historical significance

Tranquility

The land may be part of, or provide
a setting for, a designated heritage
asset or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets
(eg conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area
Leased in the ownership of St Augustine’s
Abbey of Canterbury to Robert Pope,
before returning at the Dissolution to
the Crown, and further leased to farmer
John Donne in 1569, the site occupies
an originally single field in the lea of
Dawbourne Wood (as shown in
1898 OS map below) which in the early
20th century was divided into two.
Planted as an orchard in the late 1950s
across a typically south-west to north-east
Jutish droveway (now a footpath to
High Halden).

The land should be considered tranquil,
eg there are no roads or busy areas
close by, or it provides a space for
quiet reflection
All sounds aside from birdsong are
muffled by the dense vegetation
surrounding the pathway through
the orchard, to render it unusually quiet
and peaceful.

Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The site is enjoyed by walkers
through all seasons – and studied by
naturalists for the variety of birds and
pollinators it attracts.
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Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value within
the site, or it may act as an important
green corridor or buffer
Protected as both as a Traditional
Orchard and Local Wildlife Site, the
unique character of Coever Orchard has
established its importance as a feeding
station for invertebrates and pollinators
– and especially migrating birds. Other
than its old apple varieties, it contains
maturing oak, ash and birch trees, with
a dense undergrowth of sycamore,
elder, blackthorn, dog rose, bramble and
woodland herbs.

Summary
As one of just two remaining traditional
orchards in the parish, and the only
one accessible to the wider community,
as a Local Wildlife Site containing
blossoming and fruiting trees and
shrubs in abundance as an
irreplaceable food source for many
other animal species, and as a
horticultural resource preserving
60-year-old apple varieties, Coever
Orchard provides a local green space
of multiple benefits.

1898 OS map of Tenterden – field site shown in yellow
Supporting evidence
1898 map of Tenterden
Ordnance Survey
Kent LXXI, 2nd edition
Tenterden The First Thousand Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
The Dene
Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
B
Name and address of site
The Dene, Henley Meadows/
Chalk Avenue, St Michaels, Tenterden.
Description of site
The Dene is a long, narrow wooded
gill between the modern housing estates
of Henley Meadows and Chalk Avenue.
At its northernmost point it abuts the
St Michaels Recreation Ground, and
a pond in the ownership of the Jireh
Chapel which feeds into the stream that
runs through the (in places) steep-sided
gill, down to Henley Fields road.
Size of site
0.84 hectares
Grid reference
TQ885349
Current use
Woodland
Owner of the site (if known)
Ashford Borough Council
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
The entire site is offered statutory
protection as Ancient Woodland.
An area to the north is designated
(in conjunction with the St Michaels Rec.)
as Open Space in the Ashford Local Plan.
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NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character
and is not an extensive tract of land
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
This woodland site has an
enclosed character.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
The site is located within the
built confines.
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner
agreement* for using land/footpaths?
(*evidence required)
Existing footpaths are listed on the Land
Registry deeds as subject to ‘rights of
way on foot’.
The space is within close proximity
of the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the
built confines?
The site is located within the
built confines.
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public
open space, is it crossed by footpaths
or is it merely viewed?
The bridged footpaths between the
two estates and the recreation ground
are valued by residents as a scenic
short cut avoiding the main road to
the primary and secondary schools,
the St Michaels Rec., the shops and
bus stops.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least
one of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site
The beauty of the site lies in its sheltered
glades, its colonnades of mature trees, its
waterways and the variety of woodland
and marginal plants its damp and shady
aspect supports.
Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area
The Dene is a surviving remnant of the
ancient wealdwood which once covered
most of Kent. Recorded in 1350 as part
of Northbourne Manor woods and
shown on the 1898 map of Tenterden as
extending south through the fields to join
the Home Wood stream valley, it was later
separated from it by farm buildings, and
from the 1950s by housing. Identified as
‘gill woodland’ due for special protection
under the High Weald Management Plan.
Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
Approximately a third of the site is crossed
by footpaths regularly used by residents in
transit between Henley Meadows, Chalk
Lane and the St Michaels Recreation
Ground. Linked as it is to the recreation
ground and through Henley Meadows
to the Colonel Stephens Way, the paths
and bridges through the site encourage
walkers, runners and a number of young
cyclists along this traffic-free corridor.
Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or
busy areas close by, or it provides
a space for quiet reflection
As a natural buffer between built areas, in
which the loudest sound is birdsong, the
Dene provides a welcome refuge from the
surrounding urban area.
14
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Richness of its wildlife

Supporting evidence

The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer
Directly linked by a wildflower meadow
on the St Michaels Rec., and now
through gardens to the Homewood gill,
the substantial area of the gill reserved
for wildlife supports a variety of species,
including badgers, foxes, woodpeckers,
barn and tawny owls, amphibians and
reptiles, large numbers of nesting birds,
marsh marigolds and fungi. Mature
oak, hornbeam, ash and birch trees
typical of Wealden woodland are all
present, with holly and coppiced hazel
still flourishing beneath their canopy.
Improved management to control
flooding, preserve its watercourse and
reduce the dumping of garden refuse
would enhance its ecological value.

1898 map of Tenterden
Ordnance Survey
Kent LXXI, 2nd edition
Tenterden The First Thousand Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6

1898 OS MAP OF TENTERDEN – field site shown in yellow

Summary
As an ancient wooded gill surviving
from earlier times within an otherwise
urban landscape, The Dene provides
an ecological and recreational corridor
which is important to the character and
biodiversity of the St Michaels area and
is much used by the local community.
The area provides a local green space
of mul-tiple benefits.
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Old Knockwood

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
C
Name and address of site
Old Knockwood, Summer Close,
Knockwood Road, Tenterden

Description of site
The site comprises grown-out coppiced
woodland, with a number of notable
and veteran trees, a deep stream
valley, a pond and a small meadow.
On three sides the wood merges with
further stretches of publicly inaccessible
private woodland of the same antiquity
and character.
Size of site
10.9 hectares
Grid reference
TQ893343
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Current use
Woodland and meadow
Owner of the site (if known)
Mr & Mrs Vaughan
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
LCA 23 Woodchurch
Undulating Farmlands
NE Ancient Woodland (majority of site)
KWT Local Wildlife Site
Biodiversity Opportunity Area

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The area is fenced from adjoining
woodland around its outer perimeter
and has an enclosed character.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Yes
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner
agreement* for using land/footpaths?
(*evidence required)
Two PRoWs, the AB16 and the AB14,
which meet at its northernmost point,
encircle the site.
The space is within close
proximity of the community it serves.
Is the site within 300m of the
built confines?
Yes
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths or is it
merely viewed?
The two public footpaths are well
used by local walkers. In a community
engagement exercise in May 2019,
the woodland was supported as a
local green space in Tenterden by
participating residents.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site
This undulating landscape of coppice
woodland with mixed ground flora
provides a strong sense of enclosure
typical of the landscape character
of this area. The woods are attractive
throughout the year and carpeted with
bluebells in the spring.
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Historical significance

Recreational value

The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area
Originally native forest, Old Knockwood
has been managed for centuries as
coppice wood, originally of hornbeam
for fuel, furniture and charcoal, with
oak standards for building. Latter day
coppicing has included sweet chestnut,
for fencing and hop poles. Known in
the 15th century as Amyatts or Amyotts,
the wood is shown on the 1822 map of
Tenterden exactly in its current form. For
recent decades it has been unmanaged.

The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The two footpaths encircling the site offer
good opportunity for walkers to enjoy
this site.
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Tranquility
The land should be considered tranquil, eg
there are no roads or busy areas close by,
or it provides a space for quiet reflection
As with any area of enclosed and
peaceful woodland, the loudest sounds
heard by walkers are likely to be those
of birdsong.

Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer
Most of the site is designated as Ancient
Woodland and the site is part of a
larger Local Wildlife site. Old Knockwood
includes a variety of valuable habitats,
with dry and wet areas, a gill stream
and small area of acid to neutral open
grassland and wildflower meadow.
Outgrown coppice trees are still largely
hornbeam and sweet chestnut, many
of them of veteran status – with notable
standard oaks, ash, birch and hawthorn,
and an understory of holly, hazel, elder,
sycamore and sallow. A variety of ferns,
mosses, lichens and fungi are present,
including several uncommon agarics.
Mammal species include badgers,
foxes, moles, rabbits, and woodmice,
with two BAP priority species, polecats
and dormice, also present. Bird species
include woodpeckers, nuthatches, barn
and tawny owls, with all 8 common
reptiles and amphibians recorded in
the area. Without management, many
saplings and older trees have grown
up to the light, becoming unstable
and adding to the ground litter and
fallen wood. As a wildlife habitat (and
for safety reasons on two popular
PRoWs) the wood would benefit from a
sympathetic management programme
in the future.

Supporting evidence
1898 map of Tenterden
Ordnance Survey
Kent LXXI, 2nd edition

Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6

1822 map of Tenterden
John Adam
Kent Historic Towns Survey Dec. 2004

Kent Local Wildlife Sites
Kent Wildlife Trust
File No: 896353

1898 OS map of Tenterden – field site shown in yellow

Summary
As the only large and largely accessible
area of semi-natural woodland in close
proximity to the built area the site is of
recreational, historical and ecological
value. The site which abuts the built
confines provides a local green space
of multiple benefits and has been
supported through public engagement.
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Limes Land

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
D
Name and address of site
Limes Land, situated between
Woodchurch Road and Appledore Road,
Tenterden, Kent

Description of site
The land comprises small fields, ponds,
hedgerows and trees, including mature
veteran trees. Generally ribbon residential
development adjoins the western and
southern boundaries of the site (apart
from two small culs-de-sac) with the
remaining boundaries predominantly
comprising trees and hedgerows
Size of site
20.26 hectares
Grid reference
TQ893337
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Current use
Pasture
Owner of the site (if known)
Ms C Daniel
Mr S Birshan
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Ashford Borough Council Landscape
Character Area 23 Woodchurch
Undulating Farmlands
Part of the NE National Habitat Network

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
The field layout creates some feeling
of intimacy that a large site might not
otherwise produce
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
Generally, ribbon residential
development (apart from two small
culs-de-sac) adjoins the north west
and south west boundaries. The land is
enclosed by a hedgerow to the north
east and south east.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Yes
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner
agreement for using land/footpaths?
AB12 crosses the site. An additional
circular PRoW around the site is
in the process of being designated
(as of September 2020 - see KCC
Register of applications for current
modification orders)
The space is within close proximity
of the community it serves.
Is the site within 300m of the
built confines?
The site abuts the built-up confines of
Tenterden. Approximately 98% of the
site is within 300m of the built area
boundary
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the local
community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths
or is it merely viewed?
The site is well used by residents of all
ages within the community.
In a community engagement exercise
in May 2019, the site was supported
as a local green space in Tenterden
by participating residents who use the
public footpath for walking dogs and
general exercise
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least
one of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
Tenterden has a largely linear form
and a significant element of its
character derives from the proximity
of the countryside to the historic core
of the town.
The undulating landscape of this site,
with varied field pattern of smaller fields
enclosed by hedgerows with field ponds
is typical of the Woodchurch Undulating
Farmlands Character Area. The site
is relatively close to the High Weald
AONB. Prominent veteran and ancient
trees frame the site and contribute to
the landscape character. Wildflowers
and a multitude of grasses traverse the
meadows providing a timeless, serene,
picturesque landscape. The views of
Tenterden and the church change with
every season and at night, residents can
appreciate views of dark skies. The site
contributes positively to the landscape
setting of the south-east side of Tenterden.
Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area.
Limes Land has much historical
significance. Gallows Green Field, a
non-designated heritage asset (HER
TQ83SE309) is located on the site. The
remains of a post Medieval Ridge and
Furrow system are still visible to the west
of the site (HER TQ83SE313) and LIDAR
mapping has revealed another area of
Ridge and Furrow within the northern
boundary (HER TQ83SE317), along
with archaeological potential for the
remnants of a prehistoric or RomanoBritish coaxial field system. There is some
evidence for ancient cultivation on parts
of the site in terms of surviving lynchets.
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The remains of a Drove Road have also
been identified close to the southern
boundary (HER TQ83SE315).
A network of ancient hedgerows (up to
600 years old) still remains, together with
ancient and veteran trees, as well as
many ancient ponds that are identified
on the Tithe Map. The early Andrews
map illustrates the unchanged network
of fields and hedgerows. Limes Land is
adjacent to, and in the setting of the
Conservation Area, as well as adjacent to
Stace House (Grade II). Limes Land can
be viewed from/to Craythorne (Grade
II) and Dovenden (Grade II). In the book,
‘The Jutish Forest’, K P Witney identified
Dovenden (to use Limes Land’s original
name) as being the woodland pasture
which was granted to Selethryth and her
brother to feed her pigs by King Offa in
a Charter of the year 785. Selethryth was
appointed Abbess of Lyminge Minster
shortly after and she was also thought to
have been Abbess at Minster in Thanet.
This is one of the earliest recorded links
between Tenterden and the church in
Thanet who founded the town. The 1843
Tithe Apportionment chart identifies the
field names such as Gallow Green Field,
Imps Garden, Lodge Field, Dial Field and
Ridgy Field which remain in situ. From the
mid-eighteenth century, the land was
in the possession of the Weston family,
who, conscious of its pastoral value, as
part of a marriage settlement in 1822
placed a restrictive covenant on it – by
which it cannot be ploughed. KCC
Heritage consider the site has potential to
contain as yet unknown archaeological
remains and important archaeological
landscape features.
Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
A much-valued semi-natural green
space that is used for dog walking,
rambling, running, photography, bird
watching, cycling, picnics, pond dipping
and occasional ballooning by Cinque
Ports Ballooning Club (permitted).
Used by many residents daily (surveyed)
who access the site via the AB12 and
the proposed newly adopted circular
PRoW (AB70).

Tranquility
The land should be considered tranquil,
eg there are no roads or busy areas
close by, or it provides a space for quiet
reflection
The site is shielded from noise sources
by adjoining ribbon development and
provides a tranquil environment as
a contrast to the busy town. Despite
its apparent remoteness, its position
adjacent to the settlement of Tenterden
is ideal for those seeking tranquility and
time for reflection close to home.
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer.
The site scores very highly when
assessed against the Ratcliffe Criteria.
There is documented evidence of
4 BAP Priority Habitats and 23 BAP
Priority Species.
The Kent Biodiversity Strategy states that
acid grassland is some of the rarest and
most threatened habitat in the county.

A diverse range of fungi and lichen has
also been observed across the whole
site, including parasol mushrooms,
scarlet waxcap, fly agaric and wood
blewit. Populations of GCN and slowworms are so significant they are of
county importance; both species breed
on site. Rare Leucistic (white) slowworms also breed on the site. Unusually,
all three species of newt are found in
one of the ponds which also has the
rare Tubular Water Dropwort (EPR).
The site also lies within the National
Habitat Network (NE) and is designated
as a Network Enhancement Zone to
provide connectivity for species. Nine
species of bat have been recorded
on Limes Land. Ancient/veteran trees
and hedgerows grow undisturbed
providing unique habitats for birds,
invertebrates and bats. A feature of this
site is the abundance of anthills; the
large round mounds provide evidence
of the activities of these tiny insects over
many decades. These distinctive anthills
provide a diverse range of microhabitats which support many species.
Polecats have recently been recorded
on the site and badgers frequently
forage the land. 17 Red Data List birds
have also been recorded with the BTO.
Buzzards, Red Kite and at least two
species of owl hunt on the land, and
more recently, nightingales have made
a return to the site.
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Summary

Supporting evidence

The site exhibits typical features of the
Woodchurch Undulating Farmlands
Landscape Character Area and
contributes to its character and the
setting of the High Weald AONB - which
is visible from the site. Limes Land
provides tranquility and views of the
church and Woodchurch Windmill.
The site provides an ecologically rich
and biologically diverse habitat which
includes 4 BAP Priority Habitats together
with 23 BAP Priority Species, 17 Red List
birds, 9 Species of bat recorded and rare
unimproved grassland. Limes Land is
also historically important as it contains
historic field patterns, ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds, Gallows Green Field (HER
TQ83SE309), the remains of a Drove Road
and a medieval ridge and furrow system.
The well-used site provides recreational
opportunities which adjoin the built
confines. The site provides a local green
space of multiple benefits and has been
supported through public engagement.

EPR Ecological Reports
EPR
Species Spreadsheet
NP Biodiversity Group for KMBRC
LCA 23 Landscape Character Area
Ashford Borough Council
NCA122- High Weald
Natural England
Historic Maps
Tithe Maps/Andrews & Drury
Jutish Forest: A Study of the Weald of Kent
from 450 A.D. to 1380 A.D
K P Witney
ISBN 0 485111 65 9
Historic Landscape Assessment:
Land North of Appledore Road
RPS
Land at Appledore Road:
Built Heritage Assessment
Malcolm A Cooper Consulting
NPSC Statement of the impact
on Local Green Space – Limes Land
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Committee
Arboricultural Report
SJA Trees
Footpath statements
Residents

1843 Tithe Apportionment
listing field names

Owner

Occupier Plot no. Land and premises

Manclarke, Elizabeth Herself

1675

Dovenden

1677
1678

Pound Field
Pond

1676

1679

1685
1686

1687
1688

1689

1690

1691

1692

1693

1694

1695

1696

1697
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Lodge Field

Gallows Green Field
Road Slip
Eastgate

Cultivation
Pasture

Pasture
Pasture
Pasture

Pasture

Barn field

Pasture

House field

Pasture

Imps Garden

Pasture

Coney Banks

Pasture

House, Garden and Pleasure Grounds
Orchard Lodge and yard Pasture
Dial Field

Hop Garden Field
Ridgy Field

Calves Field

Little Sandhill

Great Sandhill
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Pasture

Pasture

Pasture

Pasture

Pasture

Pasture

Priority species and habitats
on Limes Land

1769 Andrews and Drury map showing Drove Road

BAP Priority Habitats
Ponds
Hedgerows
Acid Grassland
Neutral Grassland
BAP Priority Species - Birds
Common Cuckoo
Herring Gull
Lesser Redpoll
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
Reed Bunting
Spotted Flycatcher
House Sparrow
Tree Sparrow
Willow Tit
Bullfinch
Starling
Lapwing
Song Thrush

1843 Tithe map showing unchanged network of fields and ponds

BAP Priority Species - Mammals
Barbestrelle Bat
Hedgehog
Polecat
Noctule Bat
Soprano Pipestrelle Bat
Long Eared Bat
BAP Priority Species – Herptiles
Slow-worm
Grass Snake
Great Crested Newt
Common Lizard
BAP Priority species - Vascular Plants
Tubular Water Dropwort
BAP Priority Species - Invertebrates
Stag Beetle
Section 41 Species
Small Heath Butterfly – abundant
Great Crested Newt – population of
County Importance
Stag Beetle
Lesser Redpoll
Cuckoo
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
Reed Bunting
Herring Gull
Spotted Flycatcher
House Sparrow
Tree Sparrow
Willow Tit Bullfinch
Starling
Song Thrush
Lapwing
Large Heath Butterfly
Barbestrelle Bat
Hedgehog
Polecat
Noctule Bat
Soprono Pipestrelle Bat
Brown Long Eared bat
Slow-worm
Grass Snake
Adder
Common Lizard

1822 Adams map of Tenterden showing the unchanged network of fields
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Turners Field

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
E
Name and address of site
Turners Field, Drury Road, Tenterden

Description of site
The site comprises fields of pasture
separated by hedgerows and woodland
(see photo below). The site is enclosed
by the former railway line to the east and
mature tree belts on all other boundaries.
The northern part of the site is crossed by
Ashbourne stream.
Size of site
10.9 hectares
Grid reference
TQ882339
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Current use
KWT Nature Reserve which is managed
as part of an organic farm and is grazed
by cattle and cut for hay.
Owner of the site (if known)
David Fenton
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Local Wildlife Site – KWT Nature Reserve
Within High Weald AONB

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development.
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The site is separated into
fields/woodland which creates
an enclosed character.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Yes
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner
agreement* for using land/footpaths?
(*evidence required).
Permissive landowner agreement for
using the site, in agreement with KWT.
The space is within close proximity
of the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the
built confines?
Yes
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public
open space, is it crossed by
footpaths or is it merely viewed?
Turners Field is used regularly by bird/
nature watchers, dog walkers and
residents exercising. In a community
engagement exercise in May 2019,
Turner’s Field was supported as an
important local green space in
Tenterden by participating residents.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
This irregular hedge-lined field system
bordered by woodland and crossed
by a stream exhibits features typical
of the High Weald AONB within which
it is located. The beauty of the site is
enhanced by long views of the AONB
from the edge of the built up confines
(see photo below)
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Historical significance

Recreational value

The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area
In 1822, the site was clearly farmland
and was under Wilson ownership. There
were seven fields in total, 3 of which were
intersected by the railway in 1903. Today,
most of the historic field pattern has been
retained although two of the hedgerows
have been lost where the fields have
merged and become slightly larger.

The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The site has high recreational value
as an important local nature reserve.
Residents enjoy bird watching and
appreciation of nature. Local people
regularly walk their dogs on the site.
The railway track stops next to Turners
Field, therefore access is unobstructed.
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Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or busy
areas close by, or it provides a space
for quiet reflection
A tranquil site which is located away from
busy roads. The occasional sound of a
steam engine and whistle of the Kent
and East Sussex Railway can interrupt
the peace and quiet, however some
residents enjoy this familiar sound.

Richness of its wildlife

Supporting evidence

The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer
The reserve is managed as part of an
organic livestock farm in partnership
with a local famer. There is a sizeable
margin of unimproved neutral grassland
with anthills and a rich mixture of
grasses and herbs such as pepper
saxifrage, black knapweed and
bird’s-foot trefoil. Mature woodland
with ancient hedgerows include
alder, hornbeam, oak and hazel with
hawthorn and blackthorn.

High Weald AONB Management Plan
High Weald AONB Unit
http://www.highweald.org/

Turners Field - KWT
Kent Wildlife Trust
https://www.kentwildlifetrust.org.uk/
nature-reserves/turners-field

1822 map of Tenterden
John Adam
Kent Historic Towns Survey Dec. 2004

NCA 122 High Weald
Natural England
NCA122

1822 historical map showing field system

A stream bed with marshy margins
and managed undergrowth increases
the range of species on the site. The
rare adder’s tongue fern is present,
with purple loosestrife, white admiral
and green veined white butterflies,
southern hawker dragonflies and a
large assemblage of resident and
migratory birds, including the BTO Red
Listed nightingale, cuckoo, spotted
flycatcher, fieldfare, redwing and
herring gull, and Amber Listed kestrel,
bullfinch and dunnock. Grass snakes
and common lizards have also been
recorded. Management has involved
the planting of new hedges to create
three smaller fields and the creation of
a pond for Great Crested Newts. The site
is grazed by Hereford Cattle and is also
cut for hay.

Summary
The site is located entirely within
the High Weald AONB and exhibits
typical features which contribute to
its landscape and scenic beauty. The
site provides longer views of the AONB.
The site is managed and enhanced
by KWT as one of their nature reserves
to provide ecological interest. There is
a permissive landowner agreement for
using the site, in agreement with KWT,
and as it is situated close to the centre
of Tenterden the site offers residents and
visitors alike an opportunity for exercise
and to appreciate nature and views.
The site, which abuts the built confines,
provides a local green space of multiple
benefits and has been supported
through public engagement.

No.

Description

Cultivation

73

Part of Upper field

Pasture

Shaw

Wood

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

Wilson Land
Four Acres
Shaw

Six acres
Shaw
Shaw
Shaw

Lower Gill field
Lower Gill field
Shaw

Pit Field
Shaw

Three acres

Part of Upper field

Pasture
Wood

Pasture
Wood
Wood
Wood

Pasture
Pasture
Wood

Pasture
Wood

Pasture
Pasture

It is thought this excerpt from the 19th century Tithe Commutation survey records
relates to the Turners Field site
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Coombes Field

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
F
Name and address of site
Coombes Field, Tenterden
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Description of site
Formerly divided into a number of smaller
ﬁelds, the site now occupies a broad
ridge of open grassland, adjoining and
visible from the steam railway and Town
Station with its car-park to the south, and
descending to the Ashbourne stream
and Coombes valley to the north. To
the north-west it abuts the Turners Field
nature reserve and to the south-west
the raised footway once known as ‘the
Great Walk’ (PRoW 21) – see historical
signiﬁcance. A line of telegraph poles
follow the route of PRoW AB16 at a
diagonal across the site to cross the
stream at its north-east corner.
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Size of site
8.78 hectares
Grid reference
TQ880337
Current use
Grazing and cut for hay.
Owner of the site (if known)
Henry Edwards
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Within the High Weald AONB.
Within Tenterden Conservation Area (part)

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development.
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
Although the ﬁeld is generally open in
character, its boundaries are deﬁned by
hedges, ditches and fenced woodland
which enclose the space to the north
east and the west.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Yes
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner
agreement* for using land/footpaths?
(*evidence required).
The AB16 PRoW runs diagonally through
the site and PRoW AB21 runs along its
south-western boundary.
The space is within close proximity
of the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the
built confines?
Approximately ¾ of the site is within
300m of the built area boundary.
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public
open space, is it crossed by
footpaths or is it merely viewed?
The AB16 PRoW is well used by residents and
visitors, including those visiting the adjoining
steam railway tourist attraction, as well
as access to longer walks to St Michaels
beyond. PRoW 21 is also well used by
residents to access the Chennell Park area
In a community engagement exercise
in May 2019, the ﬁeld was supported
as an important local green space in
Tenterden by participating residents.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
Tenterden has a largely linear form and
a signiﬁcant element of its character
derives from the proximity of the
countryside to the historic core of the
town. This irregular ﬁeld bordered by a gill
stream, hedgerow and woodland exhibits
features typical of the High Weald AONB
within which it is located.
The spacious character of the site with
long views of the AONB (from the edge
of the built up conﬁnes adjacent railway
car park) and of St Mildred’s Church
contribute to its attractiveness – marred
only by the line of telegraph poles which
cross it.

Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area
The south-eastern part of the site
is located within the Tenterden
Conservation Area with the remainder
of the ﬁeld forming part of its setting. The
site provides views of the landmark St
Mildred’s Church Grade 1 listed building
at the heart of the Conservation Area
and forms part of its setting. The site
therefore contributes signiﬁcantly towards
the signiﬁcance of these heritage assets.
On the site of the Jutish den mentioned
in the Heronden Charter of 968 as
‘Pittlesden’, and later in the ownership
of St Augustine’s Abbey Canterbury, the
site originally extended as ‘vicarial glebeland’ to the edge of the Coombe valley
to the north.
A raised and ditched routeway along
its south-west boundary was the ‘Great
Walk’ mentioned in the 15th century
as a main route for transporting woven
cloth down to the Ashbourne stream for
fulling, and the Coombes for stretching,
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over 3 centuries of proﬁtable broadcloth
production for the town. By the 17th
century, as part of Pittlesden Home Farm,
the land was divided into as many as
7 paddocks for cereals and livestock,
including ’42 horses’ used presumably
for transport. In the Civil War, the Great
Walk became a thoroughfare for
militia training camps and musters on
the Coombes. The ﬁeld’s division into
paddocks continued through the
world wars and up until the 1960s.
Later the station car park was extended
into the ﬁeld and now serves the
industrial heritage.
Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The recreational value of the ﬁeld is in its
use by dog-walkers, hikers and runners.
Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or busy
areas close by, or it provides a space
for quiet reflection
The northern part of the site offers some
genuine tranquility away from the bustle
of the nearby town and the steam railway
station and visitors’ car park.

Richness of its wildlife

Supporting evidence

The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer
As open, semi-improved grassland with
Ashbourne stream to the north, the
site supports a variety of wildﬂowers,
invertebrates, reptiles, small mammals
and birds (including herb robert, oxeye
daisies and ﬁeld buttercups, slow worms,
grass snakes, viviparous lizards, buzzards,
sparrowhawks, ravens, and on the
Ashbourne stream, little egrets.)

High Weald AONB Management Plan
High Weald AONB Unit
http://www.highweald.org/

The woodland to the north-east and
north-west of this site contain notable
and veteran oak and hornbeam trees.

Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6

1822 map of Tenterden
John Adam
Kent Historic Towns Survey Dec. 2004

John Adam’s 1822 map of Tenterden
(1903 rail line superimposed in red; ﬁeld site shown in yellow)

Summary
The site is located entirely within
the High Weald AONB and exhibits
typical features which contribute to
its landscape and scenic beauty.
Although experiencing changes over
the centuries, the south-eastern part of
the site is located within the Tenterden
Conservation Area - with the remainder
of the ﬁeld forming part of its setting.
The site provides longer views of the
AONB as well as the landmark listed St
Mildred’s Church. The site’s two PRoW
provide informal recreation beneﬁts
close to the town. The semi-improved
grassland provides some wildlife interest.
The site, which abuts the built conﬁnes,
provides a local green space of multiple
beneﬁts and has been supported
through public engagement
Local Green Spaces | Tenterden Neighbourhood Development Plan
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
East Cross Gardens

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
G
Name and address of site
East Cross Gardens,
Ashford Road/Oaks Road, Tenterden

Description of site
Triangular shady ornamental flower
gardens in the town centre at the fork
of two roads. The space is furnished with
benches and litter bins and contains a
cast iron Victorian water pump.
Size of site
0.070 hectares
Grid reference
TQ885335
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Current use
Public garden
Owner of the site (if known)
Tenterden Town Council
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Within the conservation area
Within an area of Archaeological Interest
Grade II listed cast iron Victorian water
pump, erected 1864
Queen Elizabeth II Field (Fields in Trust)

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The ‘island nature’ of the site between
two roads, with numbers of ornamental
trees to screen the view and
commercial properties to the north,
creates a feeling of enclosure.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
The space is located within the centre
of the town
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner
agreement* for using land/footpaths?
(*evidence required)
Longstanding permissive access by the
Town Council.
The space is within close
proximity of the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
The space is located within the centre
of the town.
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths or is it
merely viewed?
The gardens are used by residents
throughout the year – as a safe area
from which to cross two busy roads
between the town and recreation
ground, for access to nearby shops, for
rest and respite, or simply as a place to
sit, admire the flowers and observe.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
The ornamental planting of the site, the
three mature plane trees which border its
southern verges and the views between
them to the recreation ground help make
the gardens an attractive green oasis
within the built-up area.
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Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area.
Originally part of a nine-acre triangle
of land at the top of the High Street
between Ashford Rd. & Oaks Rd., and
known in the 15th century as Birchepark,
the site later formed part of the garden
of a large 16th century building, Oaks
House, leased by the Hales family for over
250 years. As a garden frontage to the
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house, in 1769 the site is shown ringed
with trees and open to the road. In the
early 19th century, the gardens, planted
with ornamental trees and a celebrated
hollow oak, were treated by the townsfolk
‘almost as public gardens’. When Oaks
House was demolished for development
in 1845, the site in its present form
provided fresh water for East Cross
residents from a cast iron pump erected
in 1864. For a period at the end of the
century the site became a commercial
plant nursery, before in 1912 the town’s
first cinema, known as the Electric Palace,
was built across its northern end and
the garden was returned to public use.
In 1944 East Cross Gardens was gifted
to the Fields in Trust charity as a Deed of
Gift by a Mr W Bright, and in 2012 it was
awarded protection by FiT as a Queen
Elizabeth II Field.

Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The site provides the opportunity for
informal recreation whilst resting on its
benches or merely strolling through it.
Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or busy
areas close by, or it provides a space for
quiet reflection
This site is located between two
roads but provides a refuge from
these busy routes.
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer
Even on so relatively small a site, the
mature plane trees (two of them 150
years old) are host to numbers of
invertebrates and nesting birds. Its
flowering trees and shrubs and planted
borders encourage pollinating insects.
In autumn, flower seeds and cascades
of crab apples from the avenue of
malus trees which occupy the centre
of the site provide a food source for
a range of species, whilst proximity to
the recreation ground and Hales Place
estate beyond increases the garden’s
wildlife potential.

Supporting evidence
1769 map of Tenterden
Andrews, Dury & Herbert
Kent Historic Towns Survey 2004

Tenterden a History and Celebration
Alec Laurence
ISBN 978 1 84589 657 7

Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6

http://www.fieldsintrust.org/FieldSite/
East-Cross-Garden

1769 map of Tenterden – site marked in yellow

Summary
The site’s consistent popularity in daily
use reflects both its long history of
service to the town as a public garden,
and the sympathetic way in which it
was planted for the new millennium.
The site has value as a contrasting
open space between the built
frontages which comprise this part of
Tenterden Conservation Area and some
ecological value.
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Coombe Lane Cemetery

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
H
Name and address of site
Coombe Lane Cemetery,
Coombe Lane, Tenterden

Description of site
Deconsecrated cemetery in the linear
space between Station Road and the
unmade throughfare of Coombe Lane
adjoining the bus park. It is maintained
as a wild garden with benches and
mown paths by the Town Council.
Size of site
0.25 hectares
Grid reference
TQ883333
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Current use
As a public garden and wildlife reserve
Owner of the site (if known)
Diocese of Canterbury
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Within Conservation Area
Partially within an area of
Archaeological Interest

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The cemetery is hedged on all sides.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
The space is located within the centre
of the town
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner
agreement* for using land/footpaths?
(*evidence required)
Permissive access from Town Council
and Canterbury Diocese.
The space is within close proximity
of the community it serves.
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
The space is located within the centre
of the town.
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths or is
it merely viewed?
The old cemetery is widely used and
appreciated by the community for
relaxation and social interchange.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
The site offers a contrast to the built
up character of the centre of the
Conservation Area. The site’s visual
appeal involves fine views of St Mildred’s
Church tower, in the spring through
blossoming may and cherry trees.
Wildflowers, ferns and fungi grow in the
long grass between the gravestones, with
numbers of mature trees providing shelter,
and in summer dappled shade.
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Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area.
As diocese land on the western boundary
of the vicarial glebe, at the height of
the medieval broadcloth industry on
which the town’s prosperity was built,
the site formed part of the ‘great walk’
to the fulling mills on the Coombes. The
walk was later used for military parades
during the Civil War, and in the 18th
century divided into Timson’s Garden
and a rope walk (now Coombe Lane).
Leased by a brewery in 1792, by 1822 the
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garden appears to be planted with trees,
probably as an orchard (see map below)
From 1848 -1911 it became an overflow
graveyard for St Mildred’s, eventually
containing 605 graves. In the succeeding
century it has been maintained as a ‘wild
garden for public enjoyment.

Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
Less than 100m from the High Street, the
site acts as a small informal park away
from the bustle of the town centre.
Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or
busy areas close by, or it provides
a space for quiet reflection.
The hedges and tall trees which
surround this space, its natural growth
and lichen-covered gravestones,
combine to offer visitors to the site
a sense of peace and tranquility.
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer.
The site is surrounded by a lime hedge
and contains a number of mature
native and non-native trees. The
old cemetery is regularly visited by
foxes, badgers and bats, with nesting
pheasants and red-legged partridges
and can act as part of the wildlife
corridor between the town and the
countryside to the north. In recent
surveys 43 wild plants, 39 bird species
and 11 butterfly species have been
recorded. A programme for its further
ecological enhancement is in progress.

Supporting evidence

Summary

John Adam’s 1822 map of Tenterden – site marked in yellow

1822 map of Tenterden
John Adam
Kent Historic Towns Survey 2004

Wildlife Survey Report with species list
Kent Wildlife Trust Consultancy
May 2017

Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6

Wildlife Management Advice
Gemma Hayes,
Countryside Management Consultant
May 2018

Cemetery burials 1848-1911
Diocese of Canterbury
Tenterden Museum

Phase 1 Habitat Survey
TNP Biodiversity & Wildlife working group
April-May 2020

This green space is valued by all
who use it for its quiet and restful
atmosphere, its historic importance
and its ecological interest. Throughout
its long history this remaining strip of
original church glebeland has acted
as a green link to the surrounding
countryside – as a hedged
thoroughfare to the fulling mills
on the Ashbourne stream, as an
orchard, as a cemetery and as an
informal park. It provides a contrasting
green space within the built up
Conservation Area. This green space
provides multiple benefits.
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
West Cross Lane Field

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
I
Name and address of site
West Cross Lane Field,
West Cross, Tenterden

Description of site
The sloping site is bordered on 3 sides
by medieval hedgerows, includes a
seasonal pond and numbers of notable
and veteran trees. At its northern end it
abuts a small wood.
Size of site
1.53 hectares
Grid reference
TQ878333
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Current use
Unmanaged meadow.
Owner of the site (if known)
T Piper
W Maylam
L Kerslake-Jamieson
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
The site lies within the Clapper Hill
Wooded Farmlands Landscape
Character Area.

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The field is hedged on all sides,
with numbers of mature oak,
hornbeam and poplar trees adding
to its enclosed character.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Yes
Is there a PRoW or permissive
landowner agreement for using land/
footpaths?
The AB20 PRoW runs through the centre
of the site
The space is within close proximity
of the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
Yes
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths or is it
merely viewed?
The site contains one of the town’s most
frequently used rural footpaths.
In a community engagement exercise
in May 2019, the field was supported
as an important local green space in
Tenterden by participating residents.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
The field is part of Landscape Character
Area 24 (Clapper Hill Wooded
Farmlands) and exhibits typical
features which characterise this area:
patchwork field pattern lined with native
hedgerows, and the large woodland
blocks. This landscape exhibits High
Weald characteristics and provides the
immediate setting of the High Weald
AONB. The site affords fine views of the
High Weald AONB.
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Historical significance

Recreational value

The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area
Part of the ancient manor of Westwell,
on land owned in the 15th century by
Sir John Guildford, Comptroller to King
Edward IV. Shown on the earliest maps
as Lane Field/ Beall Lane Field, with
hedges on both sides dated to between
600 and 700 years old, the field was
reduced in size and fully enclosed by
the mid nineteenth century.

The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
For many years the site has
been regularly used in all seasons,
by walkers, runners, naturalists,
photographers, and by landscape
and steam railway enthusiasts.
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Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or
busy areas close by, or it provides
a space for quiet reflection.
The tranquil nature of the area within
2 or 3 minutes of the busy High Street
has made it immensely appealing to
walkers and nature lovers alike.
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer.
The site is of ecological value for its
recorded biodiversity – contains at least
7 veteran oak, hornbeam and field
maple trees, 5 BAP Section 41 priority
mammal species 11 bird species on
the BTO Red/Amber lists for highest
conservation priority and 5 protected
reptiles and amphibians. It adjoins NE
designated Priority Habitat Deciduous
Woodland. See species below.
Species in West Cross Lane Field
Mammal Species
European Polecat (Section 41
Priority Species)
Dormouse (Section 41 Priority Species)
Soprano Pipistrelle Bat (Section 41
Priority Species)
Noctule Bat (Section 41 Priority Species)
Serotine Bat (Section 41 Priority Species)
Badger
Stoat
Fox
Grey Squirrel
Rabbit
Roe Deer
Mole
Pygmy Shrew
Field Vole
Wood Mouse
Common Pipistrelle Bat
Nathusius’s Pipistrelle Bat
Leisler’s Bat
Myotis Bat
Long-eared Bat

BTO Red / Amber Listed Birds
Black-headed Gull (A)
Common Cuckoo (R)
Dunnock (A)
Herring Gull (R)
House Sparrow (R)
Mallard (A)
Nightingale (R)
Starling (R)
Song Thrush (R)
Tawny Owl (A)
Wood Warbler (R)
Reptiles and amphibians
Adder (Section 41 Priority Species)
Slow-worm (Section 41 Priority Species)
Grass Snake (Section 41 Priority Species)
Great Crested Newt (Section 41
Priority Species)
Common Lizard (Section 41 Priority Species)
Smooth Newt
Palmate Newt
Common Frog

Supporting evidence
1822 map of Tenterden
John Adam
Kent Historic Towns Survey 2004
Landscape Character SPD
Ashford Borough Council
April 2011
Tenterden: the First Thousand Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6
Protected Species & Bat surveys
Corylus Ecology
May & August 2017, July 2019

Summary
The site lies within the Clapper Hill
Wooded Farmlands Landscape
Character Area and exhibits typical
High Weald features which contribute
to this landscape character and setting
of the High Weal AONB - which is visible
from the site. The site has ecological
value for its recorded diverse species
– including veteran trees. The well used
site which abuts the built confines
provides a local green space of multiple
benefits and has been supported
through public engagement.

Arboricultural & Supplementary
Arboricultural reports
The Mayhew Consultancy Ltd.
April 2019, March 2020
Arboricultural Survey
Duramen Consultancy Ltd.
April 2020
Phase 1 Habitat Survey
TNP Wildlife & Biodiversity Working Group
April 2020
Species Inventory
Kent & Medway Biological Centre
Current

John Adam’s 1822 map of Tenterden
(1903 rail line superimposed in red; field site shown in yellow)
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Westwell Park

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
J

Size of site
7.7 hectares

Name and address of site
Westwell Park,
Westwell Court, Tenterden

Grid reference
TQ876332

Description of site
The site comprises two sloping meadows
separated by a wooded watercourse
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Current use
Unmanaged grassland, topped annually
Owner of the site (if known)
T Piper
W Maylam
L Kerslake-Jamieson
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National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
The site lies within the Clapper Hill
Wooded Farmlands Landscape
Character Area
Within the setting of the High Weald AONB
Within setting of Grade II*-listed
Westwell House (entry No. 1071156).

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan.
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The site is bounded to the west by
the Hurst Close development and
Cranbrook Road Cemetery, to the
east by the West Cross Lane Field with
between them a wooded stream valley
to separate its two meadows, and to
the north by the Kent and East Sussex
steam railway.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Yes
Is there a PRoW or permissive
landowner agreement for using
land/footpaths?
The site is accessed by PRoW AB22 via
Westwell Court, Hurst Close and the
town cemetery. PRoW AB20 passes
through the north-eastern corner.
The space is within close proximity of
the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
Yes
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the local
community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths
or is it merely viewed?
The easily accessible site is enjoyed by
large numbers of local residents. It can
also be viewed by passengers travelling
on the very popular Kent and East
Sussex Railway
In a community engagement
exercise in May 2019, Westwell Park
was supported as an important
local green space in Tenterden by
participating residents.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
The site is part of landscape Character
Area 24 (Clapper Hill Wooded
Farmlands) and exhibits typical
features which characterise this area:
patchwork field pattern lined with native
hedgerows, and the large woodland
blocks. This landscape exhibits High
Weald characteristics and provides the
immediate setting of the High Weald
AONB. From the public footpath the
site offers magnificent views across its
wooded valley, and far beyond to the
High Weald AONB, including a distant
prospect of the St Michaels church spire.
In spring and summer, the margins of the
meadow abound with wildflowers.
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Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area.
Originally known as Bayden, and later
the Manor of Westwell owned by the
Diocese of Canterbury, for a period of
300 years the site was centre of the
Kentish broadcloth industry on which the
prosperity of Tenterden was built. Through
the 15th-17th centuries, 3 resident
families, the Shorts, the Tildens and the
Skeets monopolised the business, with
dye houses on the High Street and fulling
mills down on the Ashbourne stream
accessed by the routeway which is now
the AB22 footpath. In 1711 James Skeet
built the ‘new great house’ at Westwell
(now Grade II* listed) which overlooks
the park. An 1895 map of Tenterden
shows an orchard on the south eastern
corner of the site which was still largely
present in 1960 and even today a
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number of horticulturally valuable pear,
apple and damson trees remain
In 1903, the park was crossed by an
extension of the Kent & East Sussex railway,
which now forms its northern boundary.
For the past 30 years its meadows have
been largely unmanaged.
Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The AB22 PRoW crosses the site to Hurst
Close and through two separate gates to
enter the cemetery. Dog-walkers, hikers,
runners, photographers, naturalists and
steam train enthusiasts appreciate and
utilise the site throughout the year.
Tranquility
The land should be considered tranquil, eg
there are no roads or busy areas close by,
or it provides a space for quiet reflection.
The area provides a tranquil escape from
the bustle of the town.

BTO Red / Amber Listed Birds
Black-headed Gull (A)
Common Cuckoo (R)
Dunnock (A)
Herring Gull (R)
House Sparrow (R)
Mallard (A)
Nightingale (R)
Starling (R)
Song Thrush (R)
Tawny Owl (A)
Wood Warbler (R)
Reptiles and amphibians
Adder (Section 41 Priority Species)
Slow-worm (Section 41 Priority Species)
Grass Snake (Section 41 Priority Species)
Great Crested Newt (Section 41
Priority Species)
Common Lizard (Section 41 Priority Species)
Smooth Newt
Palmate Newt
Common Frog
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer.
The land is of critical importance for its
recorded biodiversity, containing a number
of oak and ash trees east of the wooded
gill that separates this site from the further
park. Its grassland is a haven to reptiles
and small mammals and the predators
that feed on them (including barn owls,
buzzards and polecats).The site and the
adjacent West Cross Lane Field beyond,
has records for 5 BAP Section 41 priority
species mammals: 11 bird species on the
BTO’s Red and Amber lists and 5 protected
reptiles and amphibians. (See list below).
Species in Westwell Park
Mammal Species
European Polecat (Section 41
Priority Species)
Dormouse (Section 41 Priority Species)
Soprano Pipistrelle Bat (Section 41
Priority Species)
Noctule Bat (Section 41 Priority Species)
Serotine Bat (Section 41 Priority Species)
Badger
Stoat
Fox
Grey Squirrel
Rabbit
Roe Deer
Mole
Pygmy Shrew
Field Vole
Wood Mouse
Common Pipistrelle Bat
Nathusius’s Pipistrelle Bat
Leisler’s Bat
Myotis Bat
Long-eared Bat

Summary
The site lies within the Clapper Hill
Wooded Farmlands Local Character
Area (of which it is typical), providing
the setting, and offering superb views, of
the High Weald AONB which it borders
along its entire northern boundary.
The site is part of the setting of Grade
II* Westwell House that overlooks it. As
one of the area’s original Jutish dens,
as an ancient manor for 300 years
the centre of the Kentish Broadcloth
industry, the park is quintessential to
the history of the town. The site is readily
accessed along the ancient routeway
(now the PRoW AB22) from Hurst Close
and through two separate gates to
the cemetery and is well used by local
residents. The site supports a large
number of protected wildlife species.

The well used area which abuts the built
confines provides a local green space
of multiple benefits and has been
supported through public engagement.
Supporting evidence
1822 map of Tenterden
John Adam
Kent Historic Towns Survey 2004
Landscape Character SPD
Ashford Borough Council
April 2011
Tenterden: the First Thousand Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6
Protected Species & Bat surveys
Corylus Ecology
May & August 2017, July 2019
Preliminary Assessment of Selected
Grasslands Around Tenterden
Dolphin Ecological Surveys
July 2019
Phase 1 Habitat Survey
TNP Wildlife & Biodiversity Working Group
April 2020
Species Inventory
Kent & Medway Biological Centre
Current

John Adam’s 1822 map Of Tenterden – with1903 rail line superimposed in red.
The Westwell Park estate, shown in yellow, was at that time divided into 8 paddocks.
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
High Street Lawns

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
K

Size of site
0.59 hectares

Owner of the site (if known)
Kent County Council.

Name and address of site
High Street Lawns,
High Street, Tenterden

Grid reference
TQ881793

National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Within conservation area
Within an area of Archaeological Interest
1919 War Memorial is Grade II-listed
(entry no. 1466045)

Description of site
Public lawns on either side of the High
Street, including the Grade II listed town
war memorial, fringed on the south side
with 30 town gardens and planted with
37 notable trees.
50

Current use
Public open space
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NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development.
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan.
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character
and is not an extensive tract of land
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
Enclosed on either side by properties
generally set back behind deep
gardens to the south, this space
narrows as it enters the centre of
the town. The space is located within
the centre of the town, lining the
High Street (A28).
Does the space abut the built-up area?
The space is located within the centre
of the town.
Is there a PRoW or permissive
landowner agreement for using
land/footpaths?
Yes, footpaths along each side of
the lawns and providing crossing points
at intervals.
The space is within close proximity of
the community it serves.
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
The space is located within the centre
of the town.
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the local
community? Is it a public open space,
is it crossed by footpaths or is it merely
viewed?
The lawns are used for pedestrian transit
from one end of the High Street to the
other, for relaxation on the grass and
benches, as part of the town’s appeal
as a tourist attraction and for organised
events, e.g. Remembrance Day parade
to the war memorial, the Christmas Fair.
For spring colour, the local
Lions Club replant crocuses along
the lawns each year.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
The Lawns lined by so many mature
plane trees are an essential part of
the character of the High Street and
this approach to the town unusually
combining a sense of space with the
medieval character of the town.

Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area
The early development of the town and
its first market place were to the south of
the Church at the top of the High Street.
With the onset of the wool trade and
local broadcloth industry in the 13th–16th
centuries, the street was broadened to
the west into a spindle-shaped area
known as ‘towne’s ground’ or later ‘the
greens’. As in other famous wool towns,
the area was flanked by burgage or
tenement strips, let to burgers or free
merchants, to run back from the greens,
with cottages and workshops behind
and space for stalls and pens in front.
In addition to weekly markets near the
church, three livestock fairs were held
from spring to autumn on the greens,
reduced to two (in April & September) by
the 16th century. After the war memorial
was erected on the greens in 1919
the livestock fairs were moved to the
recreation ground and glebe field before
being abandoned in 1977.
Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The High Street Lawns are celebrated
by residents and visitors to the town.
The footpaths on either side and the 20
benches facing or set on the lawns are
well used by residents (with commercial
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premises lining the northern lawns
attracting footfall) and visitors (this
being the route from the town centre to
the steam railway and part of the High
Weald Landscape Trail long distance
footpath). From November to January the
trees famously are decorated with fairy
lights, with stalls erected on the grass for
Christmas fairs along the entire length
of the lawns. The lawns have also hosted
circuses and fêtes and May fairs.
Tranquility
The land should be considered tranquil, eg
there are no roads or busy areas close by,
or it provides a space for quiet reflection
The Lawns provide a space to dwell
amongst the bustle of the High Street.
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value within
the site, or it may act as an important
green corridor or buffer
In 1871 an avenue of London planes was
planted, augmented by some younger
trees including hornbeams after the
great storm of 1987. With most original
specimens surviving to maturity, the leafy
avenue and lawns beneath absorb CO2
emissions, and support populations of
bird species, invertebrates and even
mammals (including hedgehogs,
recently endangered, which still forage
on the lawns and in the gardens they
adjoin). The grass is mown seasonally to
encourage wildflowers, especially around
the trees (including rosy garlic and now
scarce broad-leaved spurge). Three
disease-resistant colonies of wild bees,
invaluable as pollinators, are resident in
the end gable of 119 High Street facing
down the lawns.

Summary
As iconic central public open space,
the High Street Lawns are integral to
the character of the Conservation
Area and the setting of adjoining
listed buildings. Since the 16th century
the lawns have been well used as a
central meeting place and for seasonal
events by residents and visitors alike.
The well used space has medieval
origins and acts as a principal feature
and attraction. In terms of climate
change the space helps absorb CO2
emissions and provide shade. The
space has some wildlife interest and
can act as a conduit for wildlife, with
close connections through adjoining
gardens, the Westwell land and
Heronden estates, the Coombe Lane
Cemetery, Millennium Garden, Church
Glebe and Recreation Ground to the
wider countryside beyond. The iconic
space within the heart of the town
provides a local green space of multiple
benefits and acts as a visual showpiece
for this famous town.

Supporting evidence
1769 map of Tenterden
Andrews, Dury and Herbert
Kent Historic Towns Survey 2004
1898 map of Tenterden
Ordnance Survey
Kent LXXI, 2nd edition
Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6
Tenterden Archaeological Assessment
Kent Historic Towns Survey
December 2004

1898 map of Tenterden – established High Street Lawns marked in yellow
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Millennium Garden

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
L

Size of site
0.08 hectares

Owner of the site (if known)
Tenterden Town Council

Name and address of site
Millennium Garden,
55 High Street, Tenterden

Grid reference
TQ883332

National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Within the Tenterden conservation area
With an area of Archaeological Interest
Within the setting of Grade II listed
buildings, 55 & 53 High Street – List entry
no.1025305.

Description of site
A long narrow public garden (originally
a medieval ‘tenement strip’) comprising
principally lawn edged with trees behind
the 18th century ‘Pebbles’ building, No 55
High Street.
54

Current use
Public garden
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NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development.
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan.
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The gardens are edged with trees and
enclosed by historic buildings
Does the space abut the built-up area?
The space is located within the centre
of the town.
Is there a PRoW or permissive
landowner agreement for using
land/footpaths?
Permissive access by the Town Council.
(The garden is locked at night.)
The space is within close proximity of
the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
The space is located within the centre
of the town.
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public
open space, is it crossed by footpaths
or is it merely viewed?
The site is used by residents and visitors
throughout the day in good weather,
as a refuge from the busy High Street
– for socialising, eating snacks and
lunchtime sandwiches in a relatively
unpolluted atmosphere and enjoying
the garden.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
The garden has been planted with
trees and flowering shrubs and plants
to create a beautiful and restful space
for public enjoyment.

Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area.
The garden occupies one of the earliest,
perhaps 13th century, perch-wide
‘tenement or burgage plots’ associated
with the cloth industry during the
mediaeval period, fronting onto the

upper part of the old market place
with workshops to the rear. In 1777 the
physician, John Mace built the present
‘Pebbles’ building on the site of a
15th century house, with a narrow
entrance to the street, stabling and
outbuildings behind. Members of the
Mace family occupied the site until 1850,
when it was auctioned with the house
and its long garden divided into two,
as 55 & 53 High Street (see 1870 Auction
Plan below)
For a period in 1830 the Rev. Ward and
his family rented No 55, and his wife,
Horatia, daughter of Lord Nelson and
Lady Hamilton, will have used the present
garden. In 1945, Mrs Alice Wood gifted
No 55 with its garden to Tenterden Town
Council, who sold off the bottom section
of the garden to build the 5 Bells Close
bungalows adjoining Bells Lane. The rest
they opened to the public. Mrs Wood’s
gift ‘for the benefit of inhabitants and
visitors to Tenterden’ was in memory of
residents who had fought in the war. In
the year 2000 the plot was re-named
‘Millennium Garden’.
Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The garden is laid out to lawn with
nitida hedging, a vine and wisteria
loggia, flower borders and a central
walkway, to encourage gentle exercise
and relaxation.
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Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or busy
areas close by, or it provides a space for
quiet reflection.
With its narrow entrance set back from
the High Street and protecting it from
traffic noise, despite its public function,
the garden provides a sense of privacy
and peace.
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer
The space is planted with maturing
walnut, birch, rowan, malus and horse
chestnut trees and numerous flowering
shrubs, climbers and bedding plants,
providing nectar for pollinators, autumn
fruit and berries for the birds, and acting
as a green corridor to the Bells Lane
allotments and Sixfields Path Wood
behind. An untended area furthest
from the High Street is planted with
wildflowers and includes a hibernating
refuge for the protected hedgehogs
which still frequent the High Street.

Summary
The garden is highly valued by all
who use it for its quiet and restful
atmosphere, its historic and ecological
importance, particularly to endangered
hedgehogs, and for the green contrast
it provides to the built environment
of the upper High Street. Specifically
presented to the town ‘for the benefit
of its inhabitants and visitors’, for more
than 70 years it has fulfilled that function
and deserves to do so in the future with
the statutory protection of Local Green
Space designation as it provides a
space of multiple benefits.

Supporting evidence
1870 auction plan, 55/53 High Street
Messrs. Mun & Mace
The Tenterden Museum
Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6
The Story of the Pebbles
Barbara Murphy 2018
The Tenterden Museum
Tenterden Archaeological Assessment
Kent Historic Towns Survey
December 2004

1870 Auction plan – gardens for nos. 55 & 53 marked in yellow
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Bells Lane Allotments

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
M
Name and address of site
William Judge Trust Allotments,
Bells Lane, Tenterden

Description of site
A square site on the corner of Bells Lane
and Judge’s Lane (both also PRoWs),
currently divided into 29 allotment plots
of various sizes.

Current use
Community allotments.

Size of site
0.51 hectares

National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
Within conservation area
Partially within an area of
Archaeological Interest

Grid reference
TQ884332
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Owner of the site (if known)
William Judge Trust

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development.
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan.
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
The site is fenced, hedged and gated
on all 4 sides.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
The space is within the built up area
Is there a PRoW or permissive
landowner agreement for using
land/footpaths?
Yes, permissive use for Trust members.
Footpaths run along the northern and
western sides, the latter being part of
the High Weald Landscape Trail long
distance footpath.
The space is within close proximity of
the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
The space is located within the centre
of the town.
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths or is
it merely viewed?
As the sole surviving allotments in
the town, the (currently) 29 plots
under cultivation are managed as a
charitable trust. There is a waiting list of
residents eager to become members.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
The site offers a contrast to the built
up character of the centre of the
Conservation Area. The site offers fine
views of the St Mildred’s Church tower
across a patchwork plot of flowers,
vegetables and fruit – a picturesque
scene of considerable visual appeal to
gardeners inside and walkers outside in
the lanes.
Historical significance
The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area.
Part of a larger field in Curteis
ownership through the 18th and early
19th centuries, by 1898 the site occupied
its present boundaries (between the
former Honey and ‘Platt’ Lanes), already
by then run as an allotment. During
the Second War more allotments were
created and have since disappeared on
sites now occupied by the Infants School,
Rogersmead and ‘Tent 1A’ development.
In 1954 a resident, William Judge,
purchased the current site with the lanes
adjoining it, and in the early 1970s gifted
it to be run as a trust ‘for the benefit of the
residents of the Town’. In 2018, the William
Judge Trust became a registered charity.
To meet the extra demand for allotments,
the original 19 plots were divided and
increased to 29.
Recreational value
The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
The allotments provide healthy
exercise and social interchange
between trust members, with
opportunities for those without large
gardens to grow fresh produce.
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Tranquility
The land should be considered
tranquil, eg there are no roads or
busy areas close by, or it provides
a space for quiet reflection.
Within their own hedged space, the
allotments can be tranquil – except at
break times in the school term, when
the adjoining Junior School playground
can drown out the birdsong.
Richness of its wildlife
The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer.
Continually turned soil, composting
areas, woodpiles, surrounding trees
and hedges, a diverse variety of
flowering plants and trees succeeded
by their fruit, support populations of
invertebrates with the birds and reptiles
that feed on them

Summary
As the only remaining allotment space
in Tenterden, the site is very precious to
the town – as a means of growing fresh
produce, as a source of exercise in the
open air, as a contrasting space to the
surrounding built environment adding
to the character of the Conservation
Area and of some wildlife value. The site
provides a local green space of multiple
benefits in this central location.

1898 map of Tenterden – current allotment site shown in yellow

Supporting evidence
1898 map of Tenterden
Ordnance Survey
Kent LXXI, 2nd edition
Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6
General Information for Tenants
William Judge Trust
August 2015
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Local Green Space Site Assessment:
Kiln Field

Site details and response
TNP LGS site reference
N
Name and address of site
Kiln Field,
Abbott Way, Tenterden

Description of site
A boat-shaped site containing a
wildflower meadow, a pond, and on
its western boundary a wooded stream
valley. Its other 3 sides are now flanked
by modern developments.
Size of site
1.2 hectares
Grid reference
TQ891331
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Current use
Nature reserve open to the public. Lease
continues until 2043.
Owner of the site (if known)
Ashford Borough Council – leased to
Tenterden TC for 25yrs (2018-2043).
National or local site designations
(e.g. AONB)
None

NPPF criteria and response
Land is not subject of a planning
permission for development.
Does the proposed space have
planning permission?
No
The space is not allocated or proposed
for development in the Local Plan.
Is the proposed space allocated or
proposed in the Local Plan?
No
The space is local in character and is
not an extensive tract of land.
Does the proposed space have clearly
defined edges and an intimate or
enclosed character?
Established housing skirts the northern
edge of the site and new development
is forming around the eastern and
southern boundaries. A grassy meadow
lies to the west.
Does the space abut the built-up area?
The space abuts the built up confines.
Is there a PRoW or permissive
landowner agreement for using
land/footpaths?
Free access by permission of TTC.
The space is within close proximity
of the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built confines?
Yes
The space is demonstrably special
to the local community and holds
particular local significance.
How is the space used by the
local community? Is it a public open
space, is it crossed by footpaths or is
it merely viewed?
The site is accessed from the AB36
PRoW and from the Shrubcote estate via
Abbott Way. It is used for dog-walking
and nature study by residents and
school groups.
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What evidence is there to demonstrate
that the space has particular local
significance with respect to at least one
of the following aspects?
Beauty
This relates to the visual attractiveness
of the site and its contribution to the
landscape, character and/or setting of
the settlement, as well as valued views
into and out of the site.
Through the spring and summer the
meadow is alive with colourful wildflowers
and butterflies. In April and May the
banks of the wooded gill are carpeted
with bluebells and wild garlic.
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Historical significance

Recreational value

The land may be part of, or provide a
setting for, a designated heritage asset
or other locally valued landmarks.
These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings,
monuments, ancient routeways) or
natural assets (eg ancient hedgerows,
ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have
played an important role in the historic
development of the area.
Within the ancient Saxon borough of
Strebcote (later Shrubcote), by the late
18th century the site was part of a larger
field in ownership of nearby Hales Place.
Used as arable land in the Second War,
planted as an orchard in the 1850s, it
was reduced to its current size following
the expansion of the Shrubcote estate
in 2003. In December 2018, the Town
Council leased it from ABC for a period of
25 years to be run as a wildlife reserve.

The land should have local significance
for formal or informal recreation, for
example for playing sport, dog-walking,
ball games etc.
Easily accessed from the Shrubcote estate,
the new Tilden Gill development and
from the town centre via the AB36 public
footpath, the reserve is highly valued for
the opportunities it affords for exercise and
nature study, with residents keen to support
the TTC maintenance team’s efforts to
preserve and increase its biodiversity.
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Tranquillity
The land should be considered tranquil,
eg there are no roads or busy areas close
by, or it provides a space for quiet reflection.
Although surrounded by housing on
three sides the reserve is surprisingly
tranquil, particularly within the steeply
banked and wooded stream valley.

Richness of its wildlife

Supporting evidence

The site may be formally designated
for its wildlife value, or there may be
evidence of protected species or
habitats, or other biodiversity value
within the site, or it may act as an
important green corridor or buffer.
Although relatively recently created,
the wildflower meadow and pond
are already supporting a significant
population of pollinators, invertebrates,
reptiles and amphibians, with an
established badger sett in the southeast corner of the site. The stream valley,
which contains veteran willow trees
and an historic hornbeam coppice
to encourage roosting bats, provides
a wildlife corridor to Tilden Gill to the
south and the Hales Place estate to the
north, and is itself important for pollution
control. Sited on a migration route, the
reserve attracts a large number of wild
birds, recording nine species on the BTO
Red List for highest conservation priority
(Redwing, Fieldfare, House Sparrow,
Linnet, Mistle Thrush, Nightingale,
Redpoll, Song Thrush, Starling) and a
further nine species on their Amber List.

1822 map of Tenterden
John Adams
Kent Historic Towns Survey 2004
Tenterden the First 100 Years
Hugh Roberts
ISBN 0 947828 34 6
Nature Conservation Management Plan
for TTC
Kent Wildlife Trust Consultancy
KWT September 2019
Species Inventory
Kent & Medway Biological Records Centre
Current
Phase 1 Habitat Survey, Kiln Field & Wood
TNP Biodiversity & Wildlife Working Group
March 2020
John Adam’s 1822 map of Tenterden – site marked in yellow

Summary
The site’s location within an increasingly
urbanised area of the parish
emphasises its importance as a nature
reserve that already supports or attracts
a wide range of wild species, and for
the opportunities it affords to Tenterden’s
growing residential population for
recreation and nature study. With the
support of the Kent Wildlife Trust, the
Town Council is working to ensure that
the site is both ecologically diverse
and safe to visit, whilst encouraging
residents to take an interest in its future
maintenance and preservation. The
area provides a local green space of
multiple benefits.
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Appendices – Appendix 1

Appendix
2: Site assessment form
Site assessment form

TENTERDEN NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN: LOCAL GREEN SPACE SITE ASSESSMENT FORM

MAP

Table 1: site details
Site details

Response

TNP LGS site number

Name and address of site

Description of site
Size of site
Grid reference

Current use

Owner of the site (if known)
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Site details

Response

National or local site designations
(eg AONB)

Table 2: NPPF criteria
Criteria

Response

Land is not subject of a planning permission for
development
Does the proposed space have planning permission?
The space is not allocated or proposed for development in the Local Plan
Is the proposed space allocated or proposed in the
Local Plan?
The space is local in character and is not an extensive tract of land
Does the proposed space have clearly deﬁned
edges and an intimate or enclosed character?
Does the space abut the built-up area?
Is there a PRoW or permissive landowner agreement* for using land/footpaths?
(*evidence required)
The space is within close proximity of the community it serves
Is the site within 300m of the built conﬁnes?
The space is demonstrably special to the local
community and holds particular local signiﬁcance
How is the space used by the local community? Is
it a public open space, is it crossed by footpaths,
or is it merely viewed?
What evidence is there to demonstrate that the
space has particular local signiﬁcance with respect
to at least one of the following aspects?
Local Green Spaces | Tenterden Neighbourhood Development Plan
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Appendix 1
Site assessment form

Criteria

Response

• Beauty (a)
This relates to the visual attractiveness of the site
and its contribution to the landscape, character
and/or setting of the settlement, as well as valued
views into and out of the site
• Historical signiﬁcance (b)
The land may be part of, or provide a setting for a
designated heritage asset or other locally valued
landmarks. These may include built assets (eg
conservation area, listed buildings, monuments,
ancient routeways) or natural assets (eg ancient
hedgerows, ancient ponds). The space may have
been the site for a historic event or have played an
important role in the historic development of the
area
• Recreational value (c)
The land should have local signiﬁcance for formal
or informal recreation, for example for playing
sport, dog-walking, ball games etc
• Tranquility (d)
The land should be considered tranquil, eg there
are no roads or busy areas close by, or it provides
a space for quiet reﬂection
• Richness of its wildlife (e)
The site may be formally designated for its wildlife
value, or there may be evidence of protected species or habitats, or other biodiversity value within
the site, or it may act as an important green corridor or buﬀer

Summary
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Table 3: Supporting evidence
Document

Produced by

Document ref
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Appendix 2
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Contact Details:
Town Clerk
Town Hall
24 High St
Tenterden
TN30 6AN
T 01580 762271
www.tenterdenneighbourhoodplan.org

